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I. Introduction  

1. In accordance with rule 29 of its Rules of Procedure, the Executive Council is required to 
recommend to the Assembly a nominee for appointment to the post of Secretary-General. 

2. In accordance with the procedure prescribed by the last session of the Executive Council 
[decision 17 (XCIV], only one candidature, that of Mr. Taleb Rifai (Jordan), was received on 29 March 
2013 at 13:09 Madrid time, before the deadline for the submission of candidatures established by the 
Council had lapsed. Consequently, on 4 April 2013, a note verbale was sent to all Member States in 
order to keep them informed.  

3. All the documents required by the above-mentioned procedure were provided by the candidate 
and the candidature may be considered to be in compliance with the rules established by the Council. 
The curriculum vitae and the statement of policy and management intent of the candidate are attached 
as Annex I of this document. These documents were prepared by the candidate under his own 
responsibility. The translation of the documents into the official languages of the Organization has been 
done by the Secretariat.  

4. The rules of procedure for the election of the Secretary-General are laid down in Article 22 of the 
Statutes and rules 29 and 16 of the Council’s Rules of Procedure.  All necessary clarifications on the 
subject, made in document CE/94/6 and endorsed by the Council at its previous session are also 
reproduced herein in case delegations may need them during the election process. 

 
II. Reminder of the rules and procedure in force for the election of the Secretary-General of the 

Organization (2014-2017) 

A. Statutory and regulatory texts 

5. Article 22 of the Statutes:  

“The Secretary-General shall be appointed by a two-thirds majority of Full Members present 
and voting in the Assembly, on the recommendation of the Council, for a term of four years.  His 
appointment shall be renewable." 
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6. Rule 29 of the Rules of procedure of the Executive Council:  

“1. The Council shall recommend to the Assembly a nominee for appointment to the post of 
Secretary-General. 
 
2. The recommendation shall be made at a private meeting of the Council. 
 
3. The recommendation shall be made by a simple majority of the Members of the Council 
present and voting.  If no candidate receives the majority in the first ballot, a second and, if 
necessary, subsequent ballots shall be held to decide between the two candidates receiving the 
largest number of votes in the first ballot." 

 
7. Rule 16 of the Rules of procedure of the Executive Council:  

"The meetings of the Council shall be public unless it decides otherwise.  ..." 
 

B. Procedure for the nomination of the Secretary-General of the World Tourism Organization 

8. The document approved by the Council at its 94th session in Campeche, Mexico (CE/94/6) 
referred to above, summarized the relevant Council decisions that have been consistently applied for 
the nomination for the post of the Secretary-General since 1992. They provide the following rules and 
procedure:  

(a) Only nationals of States Members of WTO may be candidates; 

(b) Candidates shall be formally proposed to the Council, through the Secretariat, by the 
governments of the States of which they are nationals, and these proposals should be 
received not later than (date to be determined), the postmark providing proof thereof;  

(c) voting shall be conducted by secret ballot in accordance with the Guiding Principles for the 
Conduct of Elections by Secret Ballot attached to the Rules of Procedure of the General 
Assembly; 

(d) the vote shall be decided in accordance with Article 30 of the Statutes and Rule 28 of the 
Council's Rules of Procedure, by simple majority, defined as fifty per cent plus one of the valid 
ballots cast; 

(e) the selection of one nominee by the Council shall be conducted, in accordance with Rule 29 of 
the Council's Rules of Procedure, during a private meeting, part of which shall be a restrictive 
meeting, as follows: 

(i) discussion of candidates shall be conducted during a restrictive private meeting at which  
only voting delegations and interpreters shall be present; there shall be no written record 
and  no tape recording of the discussions; 

 
(ii) during the balloting Secretariat staff necessary to assist with the voting shall be admitted; 
 

(f) the Executive Council decides not to recommend a candidate proposed by the government of 
a member State in unjustified arrears (paragraph 12 of the Financing Rules attached to the 
Statutes); 
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(g) the Council shall select only one nominee to recommend to the Assembly. 

9. Since 1997, the nominees for election to the post of Secretary-General have made an oral 
presentation of their candidature and intentions during the Council's nominating session.  Called in the 
Spanish alphabetical order of their surnames, the nominees were allotted equal time for making their 
presentations which were not followed by discussions.  

10. In accordance with rule 29(3) of the Rules of Procedure of the Executive Council, the 
recommendation to the Assembly of a nominee for appointment to the post of Secretary-General:  

 “shall be made by a simple majority of the Members of the Council present and voting. If no 
candidate receives the majority in the first ballot, a second and, if necessary subsequent ballots shall 
be held to decide between the two candidates receiving the largest number of votes.” 

 
11. In accordance with the constant practice of the Organization, recalled in decision 17 (XXIII) of 
1984, a simple majority is “defined as 50 per cent plus one of the valid ballots cast”. This rule was 
confirmed in 1988 and 1992 (decisions 19 (XXXIV) and 19 (XLIV). In the event of an odd number, it 
seems in conformity with logic, with the ordinary meaning of words and with the dominant practice, to 
define it rather as representing the number of votes immediately higher than half of the votes validly 
cast1. After counting the votes, the tellers are responsible for determining the number of votes 
necessary to constitute the majority required, as defined above. 

12. On the procedures of the “second” and “subsequent ballot” mentioned in rule 29(3), if they were 
necessary, the clarifications provided by the Legal Adviser in the Information Document for the Election of 
the Secretary-General in 1989 and confirmed in 2008 (16 (LXXXIV)) would apply in the event that two 
candidates should share the second place in the first ballot.  The consequence would be that another ballot 
(and as many additional as necessary for achieving the required majority) would be organized between the 
three candidates to decide which two candidates, having received the greatest number of votes, will 
subsequently participate in the final ballot.  

13. Representation of a State by another Full Member of the Organization during the election of the 
nominee will follow resolution 591 (XIX) adopted during the 19th session of the General Assembly in Korea 
in 2011. If a Full Member is unable to participate in the voting, it can be represented by a member of 
another State´s delegation, provided it submits a formal letter or fax signed by the competent authority 
designating the individual that will represent it and, if applicable, giving him/her the power to vote on its 
behalf. Please note that, unless the items for which the power to vote is given are clearly specified, it will 
be understood that the delegate has full powers to cast a vote on behalf of the Government he/she is 
representing by proxy on any agenda item. Delegations are requested to avoid having more than one 
delegate representing another State for an orderly conduct of business. 

14. It is recalled that Members to which Article 34 of the Statutes and paragraph 13 of the Financing 
Rules attached to the Statutes are being applied at the time of the election are deprived of the Member´s 
privileges in the form of services and the right to vote in the Assembly and the Council unless they have 
been granted a temporary exemption from the application of such provisions by the Assembly.  

C. Meetings of the Executive Council for the nomination of the Secretary-General 

15. Decision 11(LIV) of the Executive Council provides for two types of meeting to nominate the 
Secretary-General, both private: 

                                            
1 CE/84/12 Add.1. Summary note by the Legal Adviser on the procedure and timetable for the election of the Secretary-
General of the Organization for the period 2010-2013.  
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(i) a restrictive private meeting; 
(ii) a normal private meeting. 

 
16. It should be noted that in order to hold meetings, and hence in order to be able to decide on the 
"nomination of the Secretary-General", the Executive Council must have the necessary quorum.  
According to rule 15 of the Rules of Procedure of the Council, a "majority of the Members of the 
Council" constitutes a quorum.  The Chairman of the Council must confirm at the beginning of the 
meeting that there is the necessary quorum, i.e., that at least sixteen Members of the Council are 
present in the room. 

1. Restrictive private meeting 

17. During the restrictive private meeting, which will precede the normal private meeting, the 
Executive Council shall conduct a "discussion of candidates".  "Only voting delegations and interpreters" 
shall be present at this meeting. 

2. Normal private meeting 

18. During the normal private meeting, the Executive Council votes on the various candidates.  This 
meeting may be attended by Full, Associate and Affiliate Members (though, of course, without 
participating in the vote), which, according to the provisions of rule 1 of the Rules of Procedure of the 
Executive Council, have the right to participate in the work of the Council.  Thus, the normal private 
meeting, during which the vote will be held, may be attended by: 

(a) the Members of the Executive Council, including the host State of the Organization, 
Permanent Member, whose delegations must be composed in accordance with rule 31 of 
the Rules of Procedure of the Executive Council:  "The delegation of each Full Member of 
the Council shall consist of one delegate, who may be accompanied by one or more 
advisers entitled to act as alternates"; 

(b) one delegate of an Associate Member; 

(c) one representative of the Affiliate Members; 

(d) Full Members that are not Members of the Executive Council, in an observer capacity; 

(e) Members responsible for the chairmanship of the Regional Commissions specifically 
invited to participate in the Council in accordance with rule 6(7) of the Rules of Procedure 
of the Executive Council; 

(f) Secretariat officials designated by the Secretary-General and necessary for the conduct of 
the vote; 

(g) the interpreters. 

D. Other questions that may arise and covered indirectly by the regulatory texts, or have been 
resolved in practice 

19. Presence of the candidates at the private meeting (restrictive and normal) of the Council during 
nomination of the Secretary-General: it is the generally accepted practice in international organizations 
that candidates should not be present. Nevertheless, if the Council so decides, candidates may be 
heard by the Council when discussion of the agenda item in question begins. This practice was 
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observed in both 1997 and 2001, with the candidates being called to address the Council, under the 
same conditions and in alphabetical order. 

20. Discussion during the vote itself:  no discussion or intervention may take place during the vote 
itself, which may not be interrupted under any circumstances, except in the case of force majeure or 
purely technical problems. 

21. Suspension or adjournment of the meeting in the event of two or more ballots:  according to rule 
23 of the Rules of Procedure of the Executive Council, suspension or adjournment of the meeting may 
be proposed by a delegate and decided upon by the Council by a simple majority of Members present 
and voting.  A motion to suspend or adjourn the meeting cannot be debated and must be immediately 
put to the vote.  It should be noted that the practice at UNWTO has always been for the Executive 
Council to proceed immediately with as many ballots as necessary, without suspending or adjourning 
the meeting. 

 
III. Actions to be taken by the Executive Council 

22. The Executive Council is requested: 

(a) To recall Article 12(c) of the Statutes and rule 29(1) of its Rules of Procedure; 
 

(b) To proceed with the election of a nominee for the post of Secretary-General for the period 2014-
2017 in accordance with the rules and procedure established in CE/94/6 by its decision 17 
(XCIV); and 
 

(c) To recommend to the General Assembly the appointment of the nominee elected by the Council 
during its 95th session.  
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TALEB RIFAI

A. Brief biography

Taleb Rifai (Jordan) was elected as Secretary-General of the World Tourism
Organization (UNWTO) at the General Assembly (October 2009) and began his four-
year term on the 1" January 2010.

From January 2006 to March 2009 he was Deputy Secretary-General of UNWTO
after which he assumed functions of Secretary-General a.1.till December 2009.

Prior to assuming his current post, he was the Assistant Director-General of the
International Labour Organization (ILO) for three consecutive years. His
responsibilities included the overall supervision and implementation of the
International Labour Standards, as well as advising on labour markets and
employment policies, particularly in the Middle East region.

From 1999 to 2003, Mr. Rifai served in several ministerial portfolios in the
Government of Jordan, first, as Minister of Planning and International
Cooperation in charge of Jordan's Development Agenda and bilateral and
multilateral relationships with donor countries and agencies. He was subsequently
appointed Minister of Information, in which capacity he was in charge of
communication and public media and restructured the Jordan Television Network. In
2001, his portfolio was expanded to include the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquity.

During his term as Minister of Tourism and Antiquity, Mr. Rifai established
Jordan's first Archaeological Park in the ancient city of Petra in collaboration with
UNESCO and the World Bank. He also realized several grand projects in Jerash, the
Dead Sea and Wadi Rum. As Minister of Tourism, he was also the Chairman of the
Jordan Tourism Board, President of the Ammon School for Tourism and
Hospitality and was elected Chairman of the Executive Council of the UNWTO in
2001.

In the three years preceding his service in the Jordanian Cabinet, Mr. Rifai was the
CEO of Jordan's Cement Company, one of the country's largest public
shareholding companies with over 4,000 employees. During his term he successfully
led and directed the first large-scale privatization and restructuring scheme in Jordan
by bringing in the French cement company Lafarge in 1998 and continued to serve
as CEO under the new Lafarge management.

From 1993 to 1997, Mr. Rifai was actively involved in policy making and developing
trade and investment strategies, initially in his capacity as Director of Jordan's
Economic Mission to Washington DC promoting trade, investment and economic
relations between Jordan and the USA. In 1995 he became the Director General of ~
the newly established Investment Promotion Corporation, responsible for
developing and implementing policies aiming at attracting Foreign Direct Investment An .\]'"
into Jordan. 1'\' 10\':> 5
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From 1973 to 1993 Mr. Rifai was involved in research, teachin9 and practicing
Architecture and Urban Design in Jordan and the United States. He was a professor
of Architecture at the University of Jordan and taught several courses in
Philadelphia, Chicago and Cambridge. As an architect, he won several
international competitions and supervised numerous projects. particularly in the
rehabilitation of old urban centres.

Mr. Rifai received his PhD in Urban Design and Regional Planning from the
University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia in 1983, his Master's degree in
Engineering and Architecture from the Illinois Institute of Technology (liT) in
Chicago in 1979, and his BSc in Architectural Engineering from the University
of Cairo in Egypt in 1973.

Mr. Rifai, a Jordanian national born in 1949, has travelled and lectured extensively,
and received several distinguished decorations including one of Jordan's highest
medals for public service, AI Kawkab, as well as several high-level decorations from
France, Italy and many other countries.

B. Experience and skills

• Mr. Rifai's background combines solid political experience and technical
knowledge in the field of tourism, as well as experience in the work and
functioning of International Organizations. His background also provides
him with extensive economic, business and academic experience.

• Throughout his professional career, Mr. Rifai has been a reformer and a
consensus builder: two important qualities in effecting sustainable
change. His ability to introduce fresh thinking and to work closely with
people in order to ensure buy-in and to achieve enduring reforms is
evident in all his endeavours, notably, restructuring the Jordan Television
Network, privatizing the Jordan Cement Company and introducing fresh
thinking to the UNWTO where he was the principle author of the "White
Paper" a blue print for reform in 2009.

March 2013
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INTRODUCTION

In seeking to serve for a second term as Secretary General of the UNWTO, I come to the
end afmy first four years at the head of the Organization with a sense of ~r-atitudc and a
sense of accomplishment: gratitude for the opportunity to serve an international
organization and an international community which represent a sector that has become
today vital in the lives of people all around the world. And a sense of accomplishment in
looking at what the Organization has become. The UNWTO is today a more credible, a
more visible and a more engaging Organization. More gratifying is to sec how the
Members and the StalTwere able, in such difficult economic times, to do much more with
much less.

This statement of intent is structured in three parts:

A. TraH~1 and Tourism in a rapidl" changin2 global scene

B. The UNWTO leading the Travel and Tourism Agenda

C. Reassess the pn'yious 2010-2013 Statement of Intent Agenda and the wav
fOrl\'ard.

A. TRAVEL AND TOUIlISM IN A RAI'IIJLY CHANGING GLOBAL SCENE

In the past decade, the world witnessed countless changes that contributed to a new yet
evolving global economic, political, social and environmental scene. Travel and Tourism
was, and continues to be an impacted sector, and at the same time, an important driver of
these changes.

I. The global economic downturn that started in 2008 is still weighing heavily
on many countries worldwide and the prospects of a full economic recovery
are not likely in the ncar future. The tourism sector has naturally, and will
continue to be, affected by the economic situation, but tourism can also be one
of the sectors capable of stimulating other economic activities, creating jobs,
boosting trade, development and infrastructure.

2. Political changes and peoples' aspirations for democracy and fair political
systems are expected to continue to unfold in many parts of the world. The
role that Travel and Tourism can play in connecting people, building peace
and understanding, promoting ethical values, and a sense of hope and pride in
cultural and environmental assets will become ever more important.



3. Social concerns, particularlY rising unemployment, and loss of jobs as a
direct result of the economic do\',rnturn are, and \vill continue to be, a major
global concern. The International Labor Organization (11.0) estimates that the
world needs 600 million new jobs in the coming ten years just to maintain
healthy economic growth and social stability. Travel and Tourism has proven
to be one of the economic sectors that better resists the crisis in tenns of
employment and one that creates new jobs at a higher rate.

4. Environmental challenges are expected to continue dominating the global
agenda and impacting global, regional and national policies. As a major
global activity, Tourism needs to be ever more capable of contributing to the
preservation and promotion of environmental assets while it will surely
continue to be affected by environmental consequences. Tourism can indeed
playa central role in the transformation to\vards the Green Economy if the
correct policies and investment arc in place.

II. UNWTO LEADING THE TRA VEL AND TOURISM AGENDA

In addressing the rapidly evolving global challenges, Tourism can, and should, be better
utilized as an important driver of healthy economic, political, social and environmental
sustainable development.

The UNWTO should playa clear role in leading the Travel and Tourism agenda ensuring
that the sector grows in the right direction. Based on the past work, the UNWTO needs to
lead the way in the following areas:

I. Raise awareness as to the importance or the Trani and Tourism as an
economic sector and its capacity to stimulate other economic activities and
generate jobs among political and economic leaders and the public opinion. The
"Global Leaders Campaign" is a good example to follow. In view of tourism's
horizontal nature, more work needs to be done engaging all stakeholders - the
private sector, the academia, the NGOs, and the media - to place tourism high in
national and global political and economic agendas and ensure policies that
support the sustainable growth of the sector.

2. Promote sustainable, ethical and accessible tourism policies and practices.
The UNWTO needs to continue working in partnership with all stakeholders,
including sister UN Organizations, the private sector and NGOs, to promote
policy recommendations, identify best practices and establish criteria and
guidelines that ensure tourism development is in line with sustainability
principles. Work with governments to ensure sustainability is placed strongly in
the tourism agenda. It needs to be advanced to ensure legislation and incentives
cater for sustainable tourism gro\\1h while more awareness needs to be raised on
ethical and sustainable values and practices among the private sector and tourists.



3. Work with Governments to lift tra\'(~1barrit.'rs that prevent a stronger gro\\1h
of tourism flows and limit the sector's ability to stimulate other economic sectors
and create more jobs. Three main barriers have been identified as part of the
UNWTO's agenda for the four years to come:

Complicated visa and border formalities
Unbalanced taxation and tariffs.
Limited conneclhrity. particularly air connectivil)'.

More research needs to be developed to evaluate the impact on tourism, and
consequently on economic gro"'th and jobs, of removing such obstacles, This
' •...ork is essential to ensure we have a strong facts-based ad\'ocacy and should be
complemented with the identification and sharing of case studies and the
definition of recommendations to be adapted according to each circumstance by
Member States,

4. Provide the sector with reliahle and up-ta-date data and market ;tnah'sis that
allow Member States to make informed, effective and timely decisions. The
UNWTO must continue to be the main reference for standard setting, reliable
data, information and analysis on market trends. product development or
marketing. Furthermore, the UNWTO should create new platforms of sharing
this knowledge using in particular the opportunities presented by new information
and communication technologies.

5, Promote and enhance regional cooperation and partnerships by facilitating
and designing regional initiatives and programmes and continue to work in close
cooperation with regional and global organizations, Experience has sho,,,'n that
working at regional and sub-regional level is more effective and beneficial.
While work on a bilateral level will continue, UNWTO must utilize its ability to
group Member States and create shared benefits, Moreover, the UNWTO has a
unique position to bring regional blocks together and ensure faster growth for
inter-regional travel.

6. Enhance human resources should be a priority in all UNWTO areas of action.
Education and capacity building should be put at the forefront of the UNWTO
operations ensuring that tourism continues to contribute in a central manner to job
creation and to the improvement of ,,,'orking conditions in the sector. Working
closely wilh governments and universities will ensure education in tourism is
adequate to meet the needs of the sector and that tourism jobs gain growing social
and economic recognition and value.



C. REVIEW OF TilE 2010-2013 STATEMENT OF INTENT AGENDA AND TilE
WAY FORWARD

The "statement of intent and management" submitted in February 2009 suggested a
"Seven Point Agenda" for reform and progress to be pursued as a four year plan. Any
statement of intent and plan of action for a second term should objectively assess the
accomplishments and shortcomings of the agenda set four years ago. in order to set the
way forward. The seven points were:

1. Reasserting relevance and consolidating memhership: Much progress has been
made particularly due to the increased visibility and growing engagement of
Member States and other stakeholders with the Secretariat. However, while the
visibility and therefore, the relevance of the UNWTO, have indeed grew,
consolidating membership is still a major challenge, particularly in the current
constrained economic times. This will continue to be a major priority for the next
four years through a higher engagement of Member States in the work of the
Secretariat and by ensuring a higher alignment of the Organization's priorities
with those of Member States in line with the UNWTO White Paper.

2. Expanding membership and I"erresentation: This was the target that proved to
be most challenging. Avenues of discussion have been opened with a number of
possible new Members, yet the difficult global economic situation and the limited
resources of the Secretariat contributed to modest progress in this area.
Consolidating and expanding membership \vill therefore continue to be a top
challenge in the four years to come, particularly with the global economic
situation not showing signs of easing.

3. Strengthening integralion within the UN system and the global deH~I()pmenl
agenda: Much progress has been made at this level. The UNWTO is today
clearly viewed as an integral part of the UN system. Recalling that for the first
time Tourism has been included in a Outcome Document of a UN Sustainable
Development Conference, the presence and positioning of Tourism, and in turn of
the UNWTO, at the Rio +20 Conference was a clear evidence of the strong
standing that UNWTO has come to acquire within the UN system, and
consequently the higher positioning of tourism in the sustainable development
agenda. Many other examples of partnerships and joint programmes with sister
UN agencies are also evidence of such good standing. Areas such as poverty
alleviation, employment, climate change, environmental and cultural preservation,
human rights and ethics, all of which are essential to UNWTO's mandate, were
better served and will continue to benefit from such partnerships.
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4. Transforming the Affiliate 7\1cmbers' structure into a more meaningful and
effective body: In the last four years, major transformations and reforms to the
structure of the Affiliate Members have been introduced. The General Assembly
held in the Republic of Korea in 2011 approved the new rules and procedures and
elected a neVi Affiliate Members Board, which is more representative structurally
and geographically. The new Board has succeeded in attracting new members in
many regions that were under-represented, and embarked in several global and
regional activities such as the first General Assembly of the Affiliate Members
held in Istanbul in 2012. Much work still needs to be done, but progress in this
area is clear.

5. Expanding resources and funding potential: As planned, a Unit exclusively
dedicated to resource mobilization was established within the Secretariat in 2010.
The Unit has engaged actively with major donors at a bilateral level as well as at
regional and international levels. While UNWTO is still largely dependent on its
regular budget for its main operations, the Organization has been able in the last
four years to raise much-valued extra budgetary funds and leverage its limited
resources to increase the effectiveness of its operations and better serve its
membership. Efforts need to be continued and strengthened in this area, namely
in transforming the UNWTO into a fully-Oedged ODA eligible Organization; yet
the attribution of ODA eligibility to the UNWTO at bilateral level was an
important step achieved during this period.

6. Engaging ~lemhcr States: This is probably the area where most progress has
been achieved. The sense of ownership, involvement and engagement of Member
States at all levels has become evident. Members of the Executive Council,
Regional Commissions and the full membership at the General Assembly have
become more aware and involved in the activities of the Secretariat. We need to
consolidate this work and continue to engage our Members in the years to corne
as to ensure their participation in the work of the Organization from planning to
implementation and evaluation of our activities.

7. Committinl.: to good gonrnancc. efficiency and transparcncy: Big
achievcments have been made in this area. The UNWTO is today a much more
transparent. professional and efficient Organization. It completely prescribes to
the rules, practices and regulations of the UN system and international standards.
Reports arc being submitted in a timely and transparent manner to the Executive
Council and the General Assembly. The International Public Sector Accounting
Standards (IPSAS), required by the UN will be in place by January 2014. A new
career growth scheme has been introduced, and the staff is today much clearer
about their career path. These reforms will have to continue to be improved and
reassessed.
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TilE WAY FORWARD

In order for any plan to be able to address the new emerging challenges, it must build on
the progress achieved so far. The UNWTO must therefore work to fully implement the
elements contained in the While Paper - UNWTO 2020 introduced by the Secretary
General in 2010 and approved by the General Assembly in 2011. particularly:

I. Ad,,';tncc the reform process already In place within the Organization,
enabling it to perform its objectives In a cost-effective, efficient and
transparent manner.

2. Intensify the engagement of l\'Icmbcrs Stales in the Organization as true
"owners" of the UNWTO.

3. Ensure that the UNWTO continues to provide leadership to the sector and
drives the Travel and Tourism Agenda.

4. Provide sen'ice to the Member Siaies as to promote the competitiveness and
sustainability of their tourism sectors.

S. Place tourism firmly in Ihe global agenda as a key socio-economic sector
that supports the livelihoods of millions of people in developed and
developing countries and has a central role to play in sustainable development.

In conclusion. the UNWTO must continue to improve its ability to DO 1\10RE \\'ITII
LESS. ;\lore leadership, more service and more value ",,"itlttlte same resources.


